THE PARTICLE MODEL OF LIGHT

Join the South Dakota Modeling Community on the beautiful BHSU campus to study the Particle Model of Light from the extended version of the Modeling Project.

Think about light. Learn how to get your students to think about light, shadows, reflection, refraction & images!

Instructors:
Rose Emanuel, Andy Johnson

Location:
Black Hills State University Room JS 167
June 17 3:30 pm - 6:00 pm
June 18 - 22 8:30 am - 4:30 pm

保密 Two Hours of Graduate Credit for the low low price of $80
保密 Lodging and meals provided on BHSU campus
保密 Stipends for full attendance by SD teachers at least $400
保密 Course materials provided

Contact & Registration:
www.camse.org/modreg

保密 Andy Johnson
保密 CAMSE  Unit 9005
保密 Black Hills State University
保密 1200 University
保密 Spearfish SD 57799-9005
保密 andy.johnson@bhsu.edu
保密 605-642-6508

保密 Previous Modeling Teachers are Welcome!
保密 Modeling Wanna-Bes are Welcome!
保密保密 This project supported by South Dakota Title IIA funds